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We introduce a novel type of spectrometer that provides a peV bandpass together with a tunability

over a few meV. The technique relies on nuclear resonant scattering (M6ssbauer effect] of synchrotrons

radiation at the t4.4-keV resonance of 57Fe+ Energy t~ng is achieved by the Doppler effect ‘n

high speed rotary motion. The resonantly scattered monochromatic radiation is extracted by a
polarization filtering technique or by spatial separation due to the ‘nuclear lighthouse effect”.

Keywords: M6ssbauer effect, monochromatization, spectrometer, ~eV-resolution

Inelastic x-ray scattering studies with high energy res-
olution have gained momentum in recent years, par-
ticularly due to the high brilliance of third-generation,
undulator-based synchrotrons radiation sources. Vibra-
tional excitations in solids and liquids are studied with
meV-resolution by using backscattering monochromators
and analyzers [1,2]. A different approach has been in-
troduced to measure the vibrational density of states
(VDOS) via inelastic nuclear resonant scattering [3-5].
In that case, M&sbauer nuclei in the sample are used
as energetic analyzers. This method relies on detection
of time-delayed fluorescence photons emitted by decay-
ing nuclei that were excited by synchrotrons radiation.
The yield of those fluorescence photons, as a function of
energy gives a dkect measure of the VDOS of the 57Fe
atoms in the sample. Energy resolutions from a few meV
down to the sub-meV range are schieved in this kind of
spectroscopy by using high-order Bragg reflections [6-8].
However, there is currently no x-ray spectroscopic tech-
nique available that covers the range from a few peV to
a few meV with peV resolution. Vibrational excitations
in this energy range have attracted considerable atten-
tion recently. For instance, vibrational spectra of disor-
dered solids exhibit a universal feature in the range of
1-10 meV, the so-called boson peak, its origin still be-
ing subject of debate [9]. Further examples are magnons,
two-level systems, phasons in quasicrystals, rotational ex-
citations in liquids, soft-phonons, etc.

The first type of spectrometer to be discussed here is
shown in fig. 1 [10]. It employs a grazing incidence re-
flection from a thin film of 57Fe magnetized parallel to
the incident beam (Faraday geometry). In this scatter-
ing geometry, strong orthogonal scattering from incident
cr - polarization into r - polarization occurs in a very
narrow (peV) range around the 14.4 keV resonance of
‘7Fc. This narrow-band m - polarization component can
be separated from the broad nonresonant charge scat-
tering by polarization filtering. This is accomplished by
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two Si(840) channel-cut crystals that serve as a polar-
izer/analyzer pair in crossed setting. In this geometry
the r - polarization is filtered out with a rejection ratio
of up to 10-s against the u - polarization.

FIG. 1. Schematic setup of a spectrometer with
peV-resolution based on elastic nuclear resonant scattering.
1,2: Si(840) polarizer/analyzer pair in crossed setting, 3: su-
perpolished mirror coated with 57Fe on Pd, 4: l~otor, 5: Per-
manent magnet



‘1’lltlahilitty is nrllievwl I)y roating LIIC film on the sur-

fnco (It’a f,ast. rotating (Iisk of 15 rm diameter that acts as

n Doppler shifter. When the (Iisk rotat,es, nuclear reso-
nant! reflection t,akm place at, am energetic position that is
slli ftwl relative to the resonance energy EO. The energy

shift A E is determined by the ~isk-velocity component
IllI = -“ -c of the disk parallel to k{), i.e. QE = (w z/c) Eo,

where .c is the transverse displacement of the beam rel-

ative to the center of rotation. Therefore, A13 can be

varied either by changing the frequency w or the displace-

ment z, For example, at 14.4 keV, Doppler shifts up to

H meV are reached at rotational frequencies v = w/27r
of up to 150 Hz.

The maximum transmission through the spectrometer
is observed when the ‘7Fe film is coated on a total reflect-
ing substrate layer (here: Pd) and the angle of incidence
coincides with the critical angle of the substrate layer.
The angular dependence of the transmitted intensity is
shown in fig.2! The inset shows the energy spectrum of
the transmitted intensity with a FWHM of appr. 0.7 peV.
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FIG. 2. Transmission through the spectrometer, as a fknc-
tion of incidence angle on the 57Fe/Pal film, recorded with
resonantly scattered, i.e. time-delayed quanta. (Experiment
carried out at ESRF, Grenoble)

hollow cylinder of 3 mm in (Iiam[+.m that. contains an (Y
-57 PC foil. The tunability is demonstrated on tlw right
hancl side of fig.3, where the energy of the transmitted
radiation w(as mezwured for various displaceulents Ax.
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FIG. 3. peV bandpass fltering and meV energy tuning
synchrotrons radiation by the nuclear lighthouse effect. (E
periment carried out at HASYLAB, Hamburg)

In future experiments, samples will be placed down-
stream of the spectrometer. Flux values on the sample
close to 105 s-1 are expected at third generation syn-
chrotrons like ESRF,APS and SPring8. This should lead
to inelastic countrates in the order of 0.1 s- 1 for samples
containing Mossbauer isotopes, which is quite compara-
ble to countrates in neutron inelastic scattering.

This work was supported by US - DOE, BES Materials
Science, under contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38, by the
German BMBF under contracts No. 055 GUAA16 and
05HRAO07 and by ESRF under contract CL 0055.

Another approach to ultra-high resolution
monochromatization is introduced by nuclear resonant
scattering from samples rotating with very high frequen-
cies of several kHz. DuG to the long lifetime of the 57Fe
resonance of 141 ns, the resonantly scattered radiation is
deflected off the intense primary beam by an angle that
is proportional to the decay time of the excited nuclear
state. Accordingly, the time spectrum of the nuclear de-
cay is mapped to an angular scale as shown on the left
hand side of fig.3. At a rotational speed of 15 kHz, e.g.,
the angular defection is appr. 0.1 mrad/ns. This ‘nuclear
lighthouse effect’ [11] allows to extract a peV wide band
out of synchrotrons radiation simply by angular selection.
The setup is shown schematically in fig.3. The rotor is a
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